The macroscopic quantum tunneling between two coupled Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) (radio-frequency coupled two-component BECs or two BECs confined in a double-well potential) is mapped onto the tunneling of an uniaxial spin with an applied magnetic field. The tunneling exponent is calculated with an imaginary-time path-integral method. In the limit of low barrier, the dependence of tunneling exponent on the system parameters is obtained, and the crossover temperature from thermal regime to quantum regime is estimated. The detailed information about the tunnelling will give help to control population conversion between coupled BECs and realize quantum computation with coupled BECs.
The experimental realization of measuring the relative phase and the atomic population oscillation between coupled Bose-Einstein condensates stimulates more and more interest in investigating the tunnelling dynamics between them [1] [2] [3] . There are two different types of atomic tunnelling between coupled BECs, the external tunnelling and the internal tunnelling [2, 3] . The former has different spatially separated single-particle states in a double-well or multi-well potential, and the latter has different hyperfine internal states in a single-well potential. For the external tunnelling, the population fluctuations and the phase interference between two BECs confined in a double-well potential have been observed [4, 5] ; the experimental observation of the tunnelling among BECs confined in multi-well potential has also been reported [6] [7] [8] . For the internal tunnelling, JILA reports its experiments about the two-component BECs coupled with radio-frequency lasers [9] ; MIT explores the tunnelling across spin domains in BECs [10, 11] .
With the proceeding of the experimental exploration, many theoretical investigation appears at the same time. Williams et al. demonstrated the existence of Josephson tunnelling in a driven two-state single-particle BEC in a single-well trap potential [12] . Kasamatsu et al. investigated theoretically the existence of a metastable state and the possibility of decay to the ground state through macroscopic quantum tunnelling in two-component BECs with repulsive interactions [13] . Smerzi et al. studied the coherent atomic tunneling and oscillations between two zero-temperature BEC's confined in a double-well magnetic trap [14] [15] [16] [17] . The macroscopic quantum self-trapping (MQST), namely a self-maintained population imbalance with nonzero average value of the fractional population imbalance, and the π−phase oscillations in which the time averaged value of the phase difference is equal to π were detailed [14, 15] . They claimed that the damping decays all different oscillations to zerophase mode [16] . In addition, macroscopic quantum fluctuations have also been discussed by using second-quantization approaches [17] . With time-dependent potential, chaotic population tunnelling emerges. Abdullaev and Kraenkel treated the nonlinear resonances and chaotic oscillations of the fractional imbalance between two coupled BEC's in a double-well trap with a time-dependent tunneling amplitude for different dampings [18] . They also con-sidered the chaotic atomic population resonances and the possibility of stabilization of the unstable-mode regime in coupled BEC's with oscillating atomic scattering length [19] . We investigated the chaotic and frequency-locked population oscillation between two coupled BECs [20] .
Although so many papers appear in the field of the tunnelling between coupled BECs, because of the nonlinearity in the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE), there is few about how to calculate the tunnelling exponent. For a two-state system described with linear Schr ..
odinger equation, it is easy to visualize the effects of coupling between two states by introducing the Bloch's spin vector formalism [21] . With the imaginary-time path-integral method, the tunnelling in spin systems has been studied systematically, including models without applied magnetic field [22] [23] [24] and with applied magnetic field [25, 26] . Can we map two coupled BECs onto a spin system, and then calculate the tunneling exponent with the imaginary-time path-integral method? Below, we will introduce a generalized Bloch's spin vector. Thus, the coupled BECs model is equivalent to a uniaxial spin model with an applied magnetic field.
Consider the experiments of JILA [9] , two Bose-Einstein condensates in the |F = 1, m F = −1 > and |2, 1 > spin states of 87 R b are coupled by a two-photon pulse with the two-photon Rabi-frequency Ω and a finite detuning δ. In the rotating frame, ignoring the damping and the finite-temperature effects, the coupled two-component BECs system can be described by a pair of coupled GPEs
Where, the free evolution Hamiltonians H
a ij is the scattering length between states i and j which satisfies a ij = a ji ). In the case of weak coupling (Ω ≪ 1), we can write the macroscopic wavefunctions as the variational
. Thus, the amplitudes for populations N i (t) and phases α i (t) obey the nonlinear two-mode dynamical equations
The constant parameters
The term in K describes tunnelling between two BEC states, whereas the terms in U ij , which depend on the numbers of atoms in each BEC state, describe the mean-field interaction between atoms. When U 21 and δ equals zero, this coupled equations can also describe the BECs in a double-well potential [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Introducing the following generalized Bloch's spin vectors
Obviously,
T is a conservational quantity when the finitetemperature and damping effects can be ignored. Rescaling the time t/ to t, the Bloch's spin vectors satisfy
Where,
e z , thus its effective Hamiltonian can be written as
Obviously, the above Hamiltonian is similar to the one of an uniaxial spin with an applied magnetic field [25, 26] . In the symmetric case (E 0 2 = E 0 1 , U 22 = U 11 and δ = 0), it is consistent with the one in [4] . The effective Hamiltonian in the conventional spherical coordinates (see Fig. 1 ) satisfies
Based upon the analysis of a spin in an uniaxial magnetic field [25, 26] , we know that the 
The parameters obey P = K 2 + γ 2 /|ηN T |, sin θ P = K cos φ 0 / K 2 + γ 2 and cos θ P = γ/ K 2 + γ 2 . The ∂E/∂θ| θ=θ 0 φ=φ 0 = 0 is equivalent to ∂E θ /∂θ| θ=θ 0 φ=φ 0 = 0, that is, sin 2θ 0 + 2P sin(θ 0 − θ P ) = 0. For some critical parameters P c satisfying both the first and the second derivatives of E θ equal zero, an appreciable tunnelling rate appears. This gives
Solving the above equations, one can obtain tg 3 θ C = −tgθ P and P C = (sin
According to the dependence of E θ on θ, we obtain that the condition for the existence of metastable states is P < P C , i.e, (K/(ηN T )) 2/3 + (γ/(ηN T )) 2/3 < 1. Consider the parameter P is slightly lower than the critical value P C , P = P C (1 − ε), ε ≪ 1. Expanding E θ near θ 0 and noting (θ − θ 0 ) as ξ, we obtain
Writing the tunnelling rate Γ = A exp(−B), thus the tunnelling exponent B is determined by the path integral D{φ(τ )} D{cos θ(τ )} exp(I/ ) over the continuum of trajectories which start and end at (θ 0 , φ 0 ). Here, τ is the imaginary time it, and I is the imaginary time action dτ [iN T (1 − cos θ)dφ/dτ + E(θ, φ)]. In the limit of low barrier, the parameter P is slightly smaller than the critical value P C , one can obtain the tunnelling
From the definition of ε, we get
Thus the tunnelling exponent obeys
To control the tunnelling, we must select proper values for parameters γ, K and η. This can be realized by adjusting the laser detuning, the laser intensity and the trapping magnetic field (using Feshbach resonance, [27] ), respectively. For fixed value of η and γ/K, the tunnelling exponent B decreases with the increasing of the intensity of the coupling laser.
Populations transfer between two states in a bistable system can occur either due to classical thermal activation which depends on system temperature or quantum tunnelling which does not depend on system temperature. There exists a phase transition from thermal regime to quantum regime which occurs at the crossover temperature T C . Above temperature T C , quantum effects are very small and the transfer rate follows the Arrhenius law, [25, 26] . In the low barrier limit, we obtain the barrier height
One can easily find two crossover temperatures differ by a factor 5π/18, however, they can both be used as the estimation for the crossover temperature.
Theoretically, any two-state quantum system can serve as a qubit, many of them have been realized experimentally. To make use of two quantum states, the coherence and superposition between them is the most essential qualification. The experimental observation of coherence and superposition between two BECs indicates the possibility of encoding two coupled BECs as a qubit. However, because of the mean-field interaction among Bosonic condensated atoms, the qubit operations become very difficult to perform. To accomplish a single-qubit operation, the state vector must can be rotated arbitrarily in the Hilbert space. This requires the atomic populations can be transferred arbitrarily. From the Bloch's equations (4), we find that the metastable states (MQST) prevent the arbitrary rotation of the state vector. And even if the metastable states (MQST) do not exist, when η = 0, the complete population inversion can not be accomplished with the sine-shaped pulses. Thus, to accomplish a qubit operation, one have to adjust the parameter η to zero by varying the atomic scatter length with Feshbach resonance [27] . In this case, the mean field interaction gives a density shift to the original energy levels. Thus, according to Rabi's theory, the arbitrary rotation of the state vector can be performed easily.
In conclusion, for the coupled BECs systems (two BECs in a double-well potential or two internal state BECs coupled with laser pulses), by introducing the generalized Bloch's spin vectors, the coupled BECs system is equivalent to an uniaxial spin with applied magnetic field. Thus based upon the well-known analysis of the tunneling of spin system, the detailed information about the tunnelling between two coupled BECs can be obtained with the imaginary-time path-integral method. The crossover temperature T C at critical point from classical thermal regime to quantum regime is gained simultaneously. When the system temperature decreases through T C , the population conversion goes from classical thermal activation regime to purely quantum tunnelling regime. The tunnelling exponent can be tuned by varying the coupling and the trapping magnetic field. The obtained generalized Bloch's equation and the detailed information about the tunnelling between two coupled BECs will be propitious to control the population transfer and the tunnelling between two coupled BECs system. This will be help to select proper magnetic field and coupling laser pulses to realize the quantum computation with coupled BECs. 
